Where We Belong (Feat DI-RECT)
Into the great wide open
Pacing through the universe
Sailed across the darkness
Followed by years of silence
Here we're out in the open
Shooting stars without a hope
Often search of wisdom
High above fallen kingdom
Hold me when the sun is down
Till the morning light awakens
Shadows will be fading
Showing us where we belong (x2)
Into the great wide open
Craving for infinity
Hearts are set in fire
Loves are one, true desire
Here we're out in the open
Shooting stars without a hope
Often search of wisdom
High above fallen kingdom
Hold me when the sun is down…
Showing us where we belong
Showing us where we belong

1. Read the lyrics of the song and then listen to it: what do you think it is about?
Do your partners think the same as you do about the meaning of the song?
2. Now let’s watch the video. Do the lyrics of the song mean something different for you once you’ve
watched the official video? If so, why?
Video URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fBi4fS1PkI
Choose the right option for you:
1. I

always
sometimes
never

feel lonely.

2. I think the universe is too big for me.
is O.K. for me.
belongs to me !

3. I

always
sometimes
never

feel lost in front of a group of people.

4. I

always
sometimes
never

ask for a piece of advice when I am confused or bewildered by something complicated.

5. I

always
sometimes
never

ask for help when help when I find myself in trouble.

No matter what your choices were. Adopt a positive thinking attitude in everything you do!
Believe that you create your own destiny!
You can be sure that you will always find a person that will help you to find your place in the
universe and show you where you belong!
Elizabeth Lemos / www.lenguasvivas.altervista.org

Keys
1. You can find the track on many websites, for example: http://mp3skull.com/mp3/fedde_le_grand_we_belong.html
Just click on “play” (remember that downloading music is illegal). Always look in the list for the option of the song with the exact same title I used in this
worksheet.
2. There is an official video and it’s important that sts watch this version to be able to work in class. Video URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fBi4fS1PkI

Have in mind…
that sts have to listen to the song and watch the video, but mainly they have to express themselves.
that this worksheet is useful to get to know better our sts.
that we need to be cautious if we identify a st with a depressive disorder.
that sts can have fun reading the images and/or reflect on the different modes of life people can adopt.

Help sts with expressions like this:
“In my opinion,…” / “I think…” / “We think that the most important…is…” /
“It is clear that…” / “This means that…” / “The author says…” /
“I agree /disagree…” / “I have a reason for believing this”.
“In contrast to…” / “Another difference/similarity is that…”
“Taking everything into account…” / “In conclusion, ...”

Who is Fedde Le Grand?
Elizabeth Lemos / www.lenguasvivas.altervista.org

Background information
Birth name

Fedde Le Grand

Born

7 September 1977 (age 37)
Utrecht, Netherlands

Genres

House, electro house, tech house, progressive house

Occupations

DJ, producer, remixer

Years active

2003-present

Labels

Flamingo Recordings, Ministry of Sound Australia, Toolroom Records, Ultra Records, Be Yourself Music, Spinnin' Records

Associated acts

Funkerman, Sultan & Ned Shepard, Nicky Romero, Porter Robinson

Website

Official Website
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